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2011 was a year that witnessed many relevant activities
and issues addressed by our Committee. One of the most
controversial topics is undisputedly the controversial law

on the protection of the Spanish coast (Ley de Costas) which
has been addressed several times in the previous twelve
months, particularly with a very momentous, yet divisive,
meeting. During the last meeting of the year, as an homegrown
new year’s resolution, the Committee took the decision to cre-
ate an “ad hoc” working-group whose task will be to formulate
a concrete proposal to tackle the issue effectively and as soon
as possible.

Our Committee also, humbly but surely, brought to the
attention of the European Parliament (EP) as a whole,
the age-old question of unfair practices of companies

compiling directories or catalogs, which have misled many
small businesses throughout Europe. In a report adopted in ple-
nary, the EP invited the European Commission to revise the ex-
isting directive, whose provisions are insufficient. The incorrect
implementation of EU legislation on waste management in dif-
ferent countries of the EU -- on a different note -- has found its
ways into an own-initiative report foreseen for adoption in ple-

nary in early 2012.

The Committee on Petitions did not shy away from scheduling and discussing -- featuring petitioners and Italian authorities
alike -- the controversial issue raised by the Italian citizens advocating the “NO TAV”
movement, which opposes the construction of the Turin-Lyon high-speed railroad link.

A recap of last year’s activities would not be complete without considering another important
“part and parcel” of our activities: fact-finding visits (FFV). Two major fact-finding missions
have been completed by the Committee -- one in Bulgaria and the other in Romania -- while a
third, leaner but equally impactful, went to Germany to discuss a number of long-standing is-
sues dear to the Members. As if it were not enough, a major seminar was organized in collab-
oration with the European Commission on the application of the EU’s Charter of Fundamental
Rights. It represented a much-needed moment of debate that gathered important endorsements. It featured stimulating academics,
officials and representatives of civil society from all over the EU and provided provocative points of view that may lead the way
when tackling Charter-related issues.

We have consistently worked -- and shall continue to do so -- alongside the Committee on Constitutional Affairs, on the im-
plementation of the regulation of the European Citizens Initiative (ECI) which, promoted by at least one million citizens,
will start being operative on April 1, 2012. The activities of the Committee on Petitions were proficuous in the last political

year and they represent a solid basis on which projecting new energy, enthusiasm and actions to overcome any new challenge and
to ring in the new year with a positive attitude. Happy 2012 to us all!

Erminia Mazzoni

CHAIRMAN’s INTRODUCTION

“2011 was a year
that witnessed many rele-
vant activities and issues
addressed by our Com-

mittee”

The Committee on Petitions’ Chair: Ms. Erminia Mazzoni MEP

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/activities/committees/homeCom.do?language=EN&body=PETI
http://bit.ly/vnYUKT
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When this issue of our PETI
Journal will be in your
hand, it will be 2012. It is

stimulating and dynamic to be forward-
looking and focusing on the many chal-
lenges, hopefully successes, that the
Committee will meet down the road
apiece. However, equally rewarding
and inspiring is the occasional slowing
down in order to speed up and build
momentum.

Somewhere on these very pages
the Chairman herself, Ms. Er-
minia Mazzoni MEP and the

Head of the Secretariat, Mr. David
Lowe, have reflected upon the success-
stories of 2011, and on the first-half of
the current term, and what this has
meant for the newly reinvigorated ac-
tion of this Committee. PJ would just
like to touch upon what some of the
most significant facts and figures of the
Committee tell us about its highly en-
gaging and provoking 2011.

Reports, Opinions and Motions
for Resolutions have been lin-
ing up with remarkable stamina

and commitment. The efforts to reach
out to the European people, as candid
as they may have been, have served the
purpose of drawing more citizens in the

loop of the Committee on Petitions,
therefore of the European Institutions,
and while we have always welcomed a
constructive criticism and an inspired
suggestion, many ackowledgements of
our efforts have been graciously com-
ing in.

Environmental issues in Italy and
Spain; double-taxation in Den-
mark; children’s rights in Ro-

mania; nuclear energy in Finland,
pollution in Ireland and UK; misman-
agement of EU funds in Greece; com-
petition in Hungary; conservation of
animal species in France and Bul-
garia; disabilities and fundamental
rights of European citizens all over the
EU; mining in Poland and even fishing
in Malta are just some examples of the
scope and depth of the activities of the
Committee on Petitions of the Euro-
pean Parliament and go to show how
most Member-states at one time or an-
other face the criticism of their citizens
to which the work of the Members try
to respond with equanimity and a thor-
ough analysis of what is at stake -- be-
fore committing to action-plans that
often, albeit at the end of lengthy
processes, do resolve in a success. 

More of this stimulating activ-
ity is expected to be carried
out in the coming months

and years, especially so considering
that 2012 marks the ECI coming to full
fruition to the citizenship and 2013 just
being declared by the European Com-
mission as the year of the “European
Citizenship”.

As usual a full plate is before us
but with some luck and a lot of
hard work the Committee on

Petitions will bring it all back home.

Happy New Year!

Do not forget to keep in touch through
our Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and
Flickr pages!

NB: The European Parliament, ever the dy-
namic actor striving to bridge the gap with
the citizens, launched a multi-step campaign
aimed at redesigning and rethinking its web
presence to provide users with a better, and
more informative, experience. Technical
glitches emerged along the way and some
of our regular, permanent links are tem-
porarily out of order. Do not get alarmed for
the occasional broken link. It means no
harm!

http://www.flickr.com/photos/peti_eu/
https://plus.google.com/u/0/?hl=en
http://twitter.com/#!/PETI_EU
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Committee-on-Petitions-of-the-European-Parliament/133216083416771?ref=ts
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At the half-way stage of the current legislature the European Parliament renews its President, Vice-Presidents, Committee
Chairmen and other office holders. And so it was that last week in Strasbourg Martin Schultz was elected President,
to serve the Parliament, and, through the Parliament, Europe's citizens until the next European elections in 2014. The

Petitions Committee has also now held its constituent meeting
and Erminia Mazzoni has been re-elected as Chairman by accla-
mation by the members of the Committee. Chrysoula Paliadeli,
Willy Meyer, Carlos Iturgaiz and Elena Basescu were elected as
the four Vice-Chairmen.

It is a suitable moment therefore, to reflect upon the work and
achievements of the Committee thus far. Since July 2009 we
have managed just over four thousand petitions. In 2011 the

Parliament officially registered 1412 petitions and our forthcom-
ing Annual Report, which is being prepared by Giles Chichester,
will contain a full break-down of our work. In 2011, the secre-
tariat managed 2,684 incoming letters from petitioners (not in-
cluding the petitions themselves) and the Committee sent 3,476
letters to European citizens - more than all of the other parlia-
mentary committees combined. Our efforts in this respect are
also reflected in this PETI Journal, which has a growing reader-
ship, and through our social media pages, notably Facebook.

The nature and contents of the petitions we receive indicate very clearly that many people in Europe are feeling frustration,
and are often more than disappointed with the inability of the political authorities to respond effectively to their concerns.
Various surveys indicate that in this period, trust in governments has been in decline and the credibility of government

officials in the Member States, due largely to the impact of the financial crisis and lack of growth, has been severely impacted.
Parliament's "Eurobarometer" survey, published on January 11th, indicates that the image which Europeans have of the Euro-
pean Parliament is "predominantly neutral", which is hardly encouraging, but the number of those who have a positive image
is actually declining and the negative image is increasing - and this in spite of our sometimes very costly efforts to present a
positive image1. There is no substitute, of course, for reality: petitions provide that reality check for the institution.

In the coming period, members of the Committee will be thinking seriously about how to raise the efficacy of our action
and how to better promote the interests of Europe's citizens and residents. This must be done in relation to our profile in
plenary sessions as well as in our relations with Member States and the Commission. The members of the Petitions Com-

mittee realise that it is not sufficient merely to exist; the level of our action and our impact on decision-making must also be
raised. Parliament should clearly demonstrate that it is more than a legislative body and take on board more issues as they
emerge from the petitions process.

David Lowe
1The same "Eurobarometer" survey identifies the protection of fundamental rights at the top of the hierarchy of values which Parliament should be seen to defend and promote.

THE PULSE

About the Committee’s Activities

The Committee on Petitions is an investigative com-
mittee, not a legislative committee; it tries to ensure
non-judicial remedies are possible for citizens when

their claims are substantiated. It can organise fact-finding
visits and report to plenary thus playing a vital role in re-
connecting with European citizens and in reinforcing the
democratic legitimacy and accountability of the 
EU decision-making process. The right to petition, con-
tained in the Treaty on European Union, is a fundamental
right inextricably linked to its citizenship. It is an important
and often effective way for people to be directly involved
in the Parliament's activity and to have their concerns, pro-
posals or complaints specifically addressed by the Commit-
tee members (M.E.P.s). 

The Committee often responds to petitions from 
EU citizens by working to resolve possible infringements
of citizens' rights under the Treaty and by cooperating with

national, regional and local authorities on issues related to
the application of European laws on such subjects as the
environment, social affairs, human rights, freedom of move-
ment and so on. The Petition Committee besides being in
charge of the Petitions has also responsabilities for organiz-
ing the election of the European Ombusdman and for re-
viewing and debating his Annual Report and Special
Reports. The European Ombusdman, currently Mr. P.
Nikiforos Diamandouros, is based in Strasbourg and is re-
sponsible for dealing with complaints about maladminis-
tration in EU institutions and bodies.

This newsletter, and its sister web-site, is where you will
find updated contacts and current information about the
work and activities of the Committee.

l to r: HoU, Mr. David Lowe

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/activities/committees/homeCom.do?language=EN&body=PETI
http://www.ombudsman.europa.eu
http://www.ombudsman.europa.eu
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Next Committee’s Meeting
The Committee on Petitions’ next meetings will take place on:

Monday, 27 February, 15h00 - 18h30
Tuesday, 28 February, 09h00 - 12h30

The meeting will be held in room A3G3 (3rd Floor) of the “Altiero Spinelli” (ASP) building.

Highlights from the December Meeting
The December
meeting of the
Committee on Pe-
titions of the Euro-
pean Parliament
(PETI) started, for
a change, with the
meeting of the Co-
ordinators of the
Political Groups
and was, as usual,
very frank and
highly keen on

removing barriers to
make PETI actions more incisive. When the public part of
the meeting started at about 9h45, the Chairman - Ms. Er-
minia Mazzoni MEP, went swiftly through the main points
debated and then left the chair to Vice-President Ms.
Chrysoula Paliadeli MEP as she had to take part in a delicate
meeting of the REGI (Regional Development) Committee of
which she also is a member. With Ms. Paliadeli MEP in the
Chair, the Committee reshuffled the points on the Agenda to
make sure that the series of Italian petitions originally forecast
for the morning would slide to a later slot hence allowing for

M s .
M a z -
z o n i
MEP to
be there.
T h e
C o m m -
m i t t e e
thus pro-
ceded to
point #8
of its
Agenda
of the

Meeting. Petition 212/2008 by Mr. Ioannis Papdopoulos, a Bel-
gian citizen of Greek heritage, was discussed in the presence of
the petitioner himself who maintained that waste-management

practices in Greece border scandalousness and, allegedly, in
order to avoid the inevitable fines that the EU shall levy against
the Greek government, the authorities are hastily creating land-
fill sites in areas such as Karvounari - a cattle and sheep breed-
ing area - and Levkimi - a reknowned tourist area. All of the
petitions on the environment discussed during the morning
(points #8, 9, 10, 11 and 12) deal from different angles with
what the European Commission itself clearly defined as a well-
known situation, with respect to solid-waste management in
Greece. Knowing it, though, quite evidently, did not resolve it
and it is necessary, the Members of the Committee on Petitions

argued, to tackle these issues
in an resolute manner. As riv-
eting as the former one were
petitions 78/2007 (by Mr.
Voridis); 573/2011 (by Mr.
P a p a d i g e n o p o u l o s ) ;
978/2008 (by Mr. Bouras and
discussed already in the Sep-
tember meeting); 742/2007
(by Mr. Varnakiotis) and, last

but not least, 1152/2012 (highly informative and provoking and
promoted by fellow MEP Mr. Toussas). Why did PETI Journal
define this segment engrossing our readers may ask. PJ’s first
answer might be a kind invitation to go and check the video-
archives and see for oneself. In addition, suffice it to say, many
petitions were brought forward by people elected to public of-
fices such as Mr. Bouras (Mayor of Megalopoli), Mr. Var-
nakiotis (Mayor of Erineo) and Mr. Toussas MEP. This
circumstance gave way to very informed and well thought-out
cases. Members felt it could take years just listening to these
stories thus decided to grant more attention and focused inten-
tions. All of the petitions, in fact, were decided to be kept open
while awaiting for further, detailed information from the Euro-
pean Commission (which, it shall be noted, confirmed again
that structural funds are seen as a way, of last resort nonethe-
less, to grant money in order for Member states to overcome in-
fringement procedures) and possibly considering a fact-finding
visit (FFV), requested several times during the debate by the
interested parties.

When the Chairwoman of the Committee - Ms. Erminia Maz-
zoni MEP, returned to the fold, the debate shifted from the en-
vironment to competition in the European single-market. The
claims, discussed in rapid succession, were those listed under
the point #6 of the Agenda of the Meeting and were all con-

cerned with what is a perceived and, after the objectively clear
argumentations of the petitioners, shared concern about the lack
of harmonisation - lest using a stronger lexicon - of car insur-
ance premiums both in Italy and in greater Europe.

In a nutshell Speakers: Ms. Paliadeli, Mr. Tsoukalas, Mr. Toussas, Mr. Jahr, Mr.
Boştinaru, Mr. Chountis, Ms. Auken, Mr. Messerschmidt
Responsible Administrator: Ms. Chioti download the relevant files

l to r: Mr. Gkikas and Mr. Papadopoulos

l to r: Mr. Messerschmidt MEP, Mr. Tsoukalas MEP, Mr. Toussas MEP

l to r: Mr. Bouras and Mr. Theodoros

http://bit.ly/vnYUKT
http://bit.ly/zZq64c
http://bit.ly/zZq64c
http://bit.ly/zZq64c
http://bit.ly/zZq64c
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Highlights December ... continued

PETI Journal

To be perfectly
fair the matters at
hand need to be
expanded upon a
bit more. Petition
1106/2011 by
Pietro Avino on
behalf on the
“ O r g o g l i o

Meridionale ONLUS” but also 1331/2010; 1621/2010 and
1105/2011 promoted by Federconsumatori Campania cast a
light on the very wide disparity of prices regarding car-insur-
ance premiums within Italy. The presentation provided by Mr.
Avino and the matter-of-factly state-
ments by Mr. Genovese and Ms. Daniele
(on behalf of the original petitioner Mr.
Sorrentino) offered a concise but very
straightforward glimpse to the Members
of the Committee and did not fail to im-
press the Assembly.

The Committee after the engaging ac-
count of the petitioners turned to the Eu-
ropean Commission’s representative and
although PETI Journal has never spared
our sister-Institution the occasional scold,
it is PJ’s impression that the EC was gen-
uinely without a clear frame of reference, officially for the dis-
cussion of the petition had been put on the Agenda too soon after
the European Commission reception of the case. A rambunctu-
ous debate ensued and fostered the kind of brainstorming neces-
sary to find innovative, out-of-the-box approaches to effectively
tackle the issue. And when one must turn to creative and inno-
vative ways to go after problems, one need to look no further than
the oustanding Members of the Committee on Petitions.

A fortiori, thus, what kindled the Members, must have necessarily
moved the European Commission too and discovering that a car-
insurance premium clocks in at € 1.158,73 in Naples while stops
at € 326,49 in Aosta for similar cars and insurance conditions,
warrants in and of itself a more scrupolous review of the issue

which, we are sure, the
European Commission
will tender to in a thor-
ough and timely fashion
in order to be ready for
the next occurrence of
these petitions on an
Agenda. Some pressure
needed to be exherted
until that time though and
the Committee deter-

mined that while keeping the petition open, ça va sans dire, it
would address a letter to ISVAP (the Italian equivalent of an anti-
trust Agency focussed solely on Insurances practices) and the

more general Italian Anti-Trust Authority, to request clarifica-
tions and opinionated points of view -- in writing -- about the de-
bated issue and would concurrently ask for an Opinion to the
Internal Market Committee (IMCO). Right at the tail of this “in-
surances” discussion, the Committee also took on board the last
petition of the morning, that is point #7 on the Agenda of the
Meeting and petition 1458/2010. Mr. Jauering, the petitioner
himself, was in attendance and clearly illustrated what can be eas-
ily defined as a very good idea carrying very good intentions
which would ultimately result in a pan-European uniform register
for insurance brokers in Europe. Ideally the Register would be
accessible via the internet to insurers, insured persons and general
consumers looking for an insurance broker. The European Com-

mission’s representative, here much
more focused, provided a textbook
answer. It first thanked the petitioner
and reassured him about the fact that
the Commission will take indeed in
serious consideration his proposals
but stated that nothing could be done
at this particular point in time as the
EU is working, as we speak, on the
forthcoming revision of the IMD
(Insurance Mediation Directive)
which will also address -- to a cer-
tain extent -- the problem raised by
Mr. Jauering. The Committee there-

fore decided, based on this very comprehensive answer by the
EC, to close the petition but would remain alert about the leg-
islative procedure and forward the petition for information to
the the Internal Market Committee (IMCO), responsible for the
revision of the IMD.

With this discussion, the
first half of the meeting
was over and a Christ-
masey atmosphere started
setting in. However, just
before the Committee and
its secretariat exchanged
wishes, the President took
the time to illustrate to an
American journalist the
activities and the scope of
the Committee on Peti-
tions and received two petitions’ handouts: one bearing about
70.000 signatures -- promoted by the association “Mò Bast” --
quite topically about disparities in car-insurance premiums,
and the other by Ms. Mariella Megna and Mr. Giorgio Riboldi-
- bearing thousands of signatures and supported by Mr. Andrea
Zanoni MEP -- about an asbestos landfill in the Italian province
of Cremona.

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Rivellini, Mr. Jahr, Mr. Boulland
Responsible Administrators:
Mr. Mussa (1331/10; 1621/2010; 1105/2011; 1106/2011; 799/2011) and Mr. Heezen (1458/2010)
download the relevant files

In a nutshell

Mr. Stefan Jauering

l to r: Ms. Capurro and Ms. Daniele

l to r: Mr. Avino and Mr. Genovese

l to r: Ms. Gambardella, Ms Mazzoni MEP, Ms. Capurro, Ms. Daniele

http://bit.ly/vnYUKT
http://bit.ly/zZq64c
http://bit.ly/zZq64c
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Highlights December ... continued

The first item on the afternoon session of Agenda of the
Meeting for December, dealt with petition 338/2010, a
Spanish petition discussed under the clause of confiden-

tiality on a specific request of the petitioner (for this very same
reason no web-streaming was allowed). The petitioner expressed
concern at the unfavourable impact on groundwater in the
Sierra de Cazorla wildilife park in Segura y las Villas, province

of Jaén.
T h e
p r a c -
tices, al-
l e g e d l y
register-
ing these
negative
e f f e c t ,
r e s u l t
from the
s i n k i n g
of many

wells as part of a large-scale, private profit-making, irrigation
project for 654 hectares of olive groves being planned by the
Beas del Segura irrigation association. The wells, the petitioner
continues, are being sunk in a Natura2000 location declared a
protected wildilife area by both the Andalusian government and
UNESCO and, it was argued and hinted at -- in an articulated
and engaging presentation -- that this can only happen in the pres-
ence of some connivence with local authorities. This petition was
carried over from the November meeting when an extremely
gripping account of the Commissioner for the Environment -- Mr.
Janez Potočnik -- did not allow for a proper debate when it be-
came clear that the petition was hitting a nerve. This time around,
the proponent illustrated clearly the concerns at the heart of the
problem and the presentation that he brought along proved re-
vealing in so many ways. Members listened attentively to every
single word, fully knowing that everyone would/could shed some
light on the whole issue. The proponent and the representative of
the European Commission agreed to the ironic circumstance
that, as it is often the case and as we have seen over and over
again in PETI Journal’s last issues, the rules and laws are all in
place and most of the time -- what a petition does -- is not so
much to highlight an absence of legislation as to pinpoint a de-
fault of the enforcement of the rules, be it for a lack of profes-

sional, ethic or structural means. The European Commission,
spurred by the mounting disproval of the Members, more than
ever resoluted to address the issue effectively, stated that, based
on the first round of answers received by the Spanish authorities,
some details were cleared though prompting new questions and
the need for further information as regards the conformity of the
assessment performed with the provisions of the Habitats Di-
rectives. The proponent and the Committee knew all too well
what this might have meant. Member states can be awfully long
and bureaucratic when they want to and the request expressly
made by the petitioner  focused on the need to act urgently to, to
intervene before more damage could be perpetrated. The floor
became animated with several fitting references to Directive
2004/35/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of
21 April 2004 on environmental liability with regard to the pre-
vention and remedying of environmental damage. The principle
underlined is at once simple and dense (so called “polluter
pays”), imposing the idea that the polluter pays when environ-
mental damage occurs, a basic condition, by the way, already
set out in the Treaty establishing the European Community and
aimed at helping to deter breaches of environmental standards.
As with everything in life, sometimes it is just necessary to
identify a key, a trail if you want, to access the right means and
questions and the As-
sembly seemed to set-
tle on this one. PETI
Journal can testify
that some satisfaction -
- minor, one could
argue thus far -- was
had amongst all of the
actors and while the
long and winding road
to resolution was initi-
ated, the Committee
on Petitions decided
to impose a strict deadline (60 days) on the European Commis-
sion to get back to the fold with substantive facts. It was decided
so in order to galvanize the action of the European Commission
towards a fixed date and in order to provide the Commission it-
self with a good, urgent, argument to engage the Spanish au-
thorities.

Point #14 of the Agenda of the Meeting (petition
1820/2009) touched upon another very delicate issue, one
that in its worst incarnation deals with the working life of

thousands of people. The petitioner, tout simplement, raised the
problem of the non-compliance in the Spanish private and public
buildings sector, with Directive 2000/35/EC combating the phe-

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Sosa Wagner, Ms. Jiménez-Becerril Barrio, Ms. Muñiz De Urquiza, Ms. Auken,
Mr. Jahr
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Pinto download the relevant files

In a nutshell

a view of the Sierra de Cazorla National Park in Spain

l to r: Mr. Cleveland Moffett, Ms. Mazzoni’s Parliamentary Assistants with some of the Secretariat’s staff and Ms. Mazzoni MEP, Ms. Megna, Mr. Riboldi and Mr. Zanoni MEP

a view of the Sierra de Cazorla National Park in Spain

http://bit.ly/vnYUKT
http://bit.ly/zZq64c
http://bit.ly/zZq64c
http://bit.ly/zZq64c
http://www.flickr.com/photos/peti_eu/
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Highlights December ... continued

While points 15 and 16 were postponed to a later meet-
ing, the Chairman -- Ms. Erminia Mazzoni MEP --
went on to the two aftermost points. Petitions #17

(1655/2010) and 18
(1746/2008). The petition
promoted by Mr. Lukass
Rozitis, a Latvian na-
tional, expressed its con-
cer at the conditions in
which people with dis-
abilities are forced to live
in Europe, indicating that
no provision is made
under Latvia legislation to
the concept of universal
design, thereby putting in
place a form of discrimi-

nation. The petition could not have been timed better, as the Com-
mittee on Petitions had just been requested to participate actively
to make recommendations in the implementation of the United
Nation's (UN) Convention on the Rights of People with Dis-
abilities. This UN’s Convention, matter of factly, marks the first
time in history that the EU has become a party to an international
human rights treaty. The Convention aims to ensure that people
with disabilities can enjoy their rights on an equal basis with all
other citizens and it is the first comprehensive human rights treaty
to be ratified by the EU as a whole. It has also been signed by
all 27 EU Member States and ratified by 16 of these. The repre-
sentative of the European Commission was very quick to point

that the Convention sets out minimum standards for protecting
and safeguarding a full range of civil, political, social, and eco-
nomic rights for people with disabilities and it fully reflects the
EU's broader commitment to building a barrier-free Europe for
the estimated 80 million people with disabilities in the EU by
2020, as set out in the European Commission's disability strategy.
All of these very recent developments, guarantee that new devel-
opments are indeed in the pipeline and that the situation repre-
sented by the petitioner is going to change, maybe not overnight,
but in a steadily progressing way and -- good news -- the Com-
mittee on Petitions will certainly be informed throughout the
process having been identified
as one of the main actors. On
the basis of all the information
received, the Assembly de-
cided then to keep the petition
open while the relative Direc-
tive goes through the legislat-
ing procedure. The
Committee also decided that in
the foreseeable future will con-
sider through its Coordinators
the opportunity to start an
“own-initiative” Report on People with disabilities thereby pro-
viding a much needed moment of synthesis to the issue and to
the Institutions of the European Union. One way or another, the
Committee on Petitions will have its saying and, as usual, will
provide provoking, original views as expressed by the European
citizens, providing them with a voice in all the right fora.

nomenon of late
payments in com-
mercial transac-
tion. The case,
vehemently made by
the emotionally
charged Mr. José
Maria Carrasco
Cano, a Spanish na-
tional, was con-
cerned about what
delayed transposi-
tions and, he stated,
structural habits can
do to an entrepre-
neur and its enter-
prise (usually SME
-- Small- and
M e d i u m - E n t e r -
prises) when facing
very late or even de-

fault payments. The representative of the European Commission
remarked again what was also at the heart of one of its replies
and that is that the Directive 2000/35/EC does not harmonize
payment periods as much as it provides a statutory right to inter-
est in the even of late payment, thereby implying that even if the
Spanish authorities had transposed more surely, the Directive into
the Spanish legislation, the system would still be lacking a proper
protection against late payments. The Members heard this one
too many times though and especially considering the time of
crisis, SMEs folding because of late payments are just a luxury
the European Union cannot afford. The debate was frank and un-
acrimonius but the Committee made sure to reinforce that would
not have none of that and that some sort of pressure and attention
should be granted to this problem which is not unique to Spain
but it couples with reports about the same practices in Italy,
Hungary and through several others Member states. The Assem-
bly decided, then, to keep the petition open while forwarding for
information the petition to the appropriate Committee (which the
Members identified with IMCO), addressing the Spanish gov-
ernment with a request for information and waiting for a more
hands-on analysis by the European Commission.

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Iturgaíz Angulo, Ms. Muñiz De Urquiza, Ms. Jiménez-Becerril Barrio, Mr. Jahr
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Heezen download the relevant files

In a nutshell

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Jahr, Ms. Ždanoka
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Heezen download the relevant files

In a nutshell

Ms. Johanna Engström

The Head of the Secretariat - Mr. David
Lowe - and the representatives of the Euro-
pean Commission exchanging season’s greet-
ings and envisaging the next steps about the
UN Convention on the Rights of People with
Disabilities 

Mr. José Maria Carrasco Cano

http://bit.ly/vnYUKT
http://bit.ly/vnYUKT
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Highlights December ... continued

Point #18 of the
Agenda of the
Meeting took

the Committee to the
end of its meeting with
a case promoted by
Mr. Maksim Reva, an
Estonian national, de-
nouncing the situation
of persons with unde-
termined citizenship
living in Estonia who,
though living in the

EU, are not granted a right to vote in the European elections. The
debate was interesting as ever and it is always slightly fascinating
to hear Members exchanging their views, their experiences and
their beliefs back and forth as in a carefully crafted pendulum.
PETI Journal thinks that time spent debating is never lost and
building up mutual trust with the citizens passes through that too.
While Ms. Zdanoka MEP seemed to be very militant about this
issue and it was refreshing to see such a commitment, there was
not much that the Committee and its Members could do about it.
The reply of the European Commission, and the exchange of

views with fellow MEP Mr. Tarand, meant to highlight that for
a number of years, all Estonian citizens, following the demise of
the USSR were given a chance to claim the citizenship of either
the newly reinstated Re-
public of Estonia or the
Russian citizenship. Al-
though allowing for an
ample grace-period, it
seems that a small per-
centage of population
did not opt in on any
citizenship, for a series
of very legitimate, if
personal, reasons
thereby finding them-
selves in the rather
bizarre situations of
being stateless in their own country. At the end of the engaging,
if kafkaesque, debate; the Chairwoman acknowledged the very
emotional issue and the personal stakes brought to the discussion
but summed up the discussion and stated that the decision of the
Committee was to close the petition.

The November meeting ended with the discussion on the secretariat’s proposals to close a number of petitions in the light
of the European Commission’s written reply and/or other documents received. All of the proposals were approved except
for points # 19; 25 and 58 (the Agenda of the Meeting can be downloaded here) which will be kept open for further enquiry. 

Schedule of Meetings 2012

Thursday, 12 January, 09.00-12.30
Thursday, 12 January, 15.00-18.30

Monday, 27 February, 15.00-18.30
Tuesday, 28 February, 09.00-12.30

Monday, 19 March, 15.00-18.30
Tuesday, 20 March, 09.00-12.30

Tuesday, 24 April, 09.00-12.30
Tuesday, 24 April, 15.00-18.30

Tuesday, 8 May, 09.00-12.30
Tuesday, 8 May, 15.00-18.30

Tuesday, 19 June, 09.00-12.30
Tuesday, 19 June, 15.00-18.00

Thursday, 12 July, 09.00-12.30
Thursday, 12 July, 15.00-18.30

Wednesday, 19 September, 15.00-18.30
Thursday, 20 September, 09.00-12.30

Monday, 8 October, 15.00-18.30
Tuesday 9 October, 09.00-12.30

Tuesday, 6 November, 09.00-12.30
Tuesday, 6 November, 15.00-18.30

Monday, 3 December, 15.00-18.30

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Ms. Ždanoka, Mr. Jahr, Mr. Tarand, Ms. Auken
Responsible Administrator: Ms. Chioti download the relevant files

In a nutshell

Ms. Ždanoka MEP

Mr. Tarand MEP

http://bit.ly/vnYUKT
http://bit.ly/zZq64c
http://bit.ly/zZq64c
http://bit.ly/zZq64c
http://bit.ly/zZq64c
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Consonant to the title of this column - let alone the high mis-
sion of the Committee - PETI Journal highlights some of
the activities of the Com-

mittee on Petitions of the Euro-
pean Parliament to allow readers
to better understand how the
“part and parcel” of its activi-
ties is pursued. This month the
choice was not very hard as one
of the main activities carried out
over the last month or so, in-
volved a very intense and impor-
tant fact-finding visit (FFV) to
Romania. After much-needed
organization, a delegation of
seven official Members, and four
ex-officio ones, of the Committee
on Petitions, headed by the Committee Chair, Ms. Erminia Maz-
zoni MEP, travelled to Romania on November 24 and 25 to carry
a thorough and delicate, first-hand info-gathering visit. Here is a
brief report of the activities executed over those two consecutive
days and some accompanying pictures to illustrate the depth of the
visit’s action. 

The mission began in Bucharest, with the entire morning
being mainly dedicated to issues put forward in several pe-
titions concerning a large-scale gold mining project situated

in Roșia Montană. The first interlocutors were the Director Gen-
eral of Roșia Montană Gold Corporation and the mayor of the

Roșia Montană commune. Dif-
ferent questions were raised
about the gold-mining project,
especially with respect to the fi-
nancial guarantee, the cyanide
leaching process, risk manage-
ment assessment and the area
rehabilitation plans.

The second meeting took
place in the Ministry of
Environment, in the

presence of two Secretaries of
State and several directors
from different departments.

The Roșia Montană Project, wind-
mills in Dobrogea and animal welfare issues were all on the

agenda, as the Committee really wanted to hear both parties and
understand their respective claims and allegations. The petitioners,

later on, joined the delegation in the Bucharest
Information Office and entered into direct di-
alogue with Members of the delegation about
the potential adverse impact on both environ-
ment and human health of the Roșia Montană
project.

In the afternoon, the delegation had a series
of meetings on the premises of the Roman-
ian Parliament, with members of the cor-

responding Committees on petitions in the
Senate and Chamber of Deputies, with the Ro-
manian Ombudsman and with the State Sec-
retary responsible for adoptions. The evening

saw the delegation visit Saint Joseph's Cathe-
dral where it met with one of the petitioners and its legal advisers:
Archbishop Ioan Robu. As you can see the delegation of the Com-
mittee, even on its first day, did not spare any effort in the quest
for first-hand evidence and facts, enabling the actions of the Com-
mittee to be engenderd by the balanced, equanimous spirit that it
always strives to achieve.

Early in the morning of the second day of mission, the dele-
gation left Bucharest by bus towards Baia. Once there, the
petitioners led the delegation to the platform of a windmill

situated on a hill from which several other windmills could be seen
in the distance. The petitioners expressed their concerns about the
high number of windmills in the area, their cumulative effect and
the allegedly unsatisfactory level of the scientific studies commis-
sioned by the Romanian authorities. 

In the afternoon, the delegation travelled to Constanța and held
talks with the Prefect of its municipality, the President of the
National Agency for Environment and the executive directors

of three local and regional Agencies for Environment.

On the heels of this second day the delegation prepared itself
to return back home and evaluate all of the information
gathered. A working document containing a detailed report

of the fact-finding visit and the conclusions of the delegation will
be presented in the PETI Committee meeting in February 2012
and most certainly the echo of this enriching visit will be felt for
months to come.

Part and Parcel

l to r: Ms. Mazzoni MEP and Archbishop
Ioan Robu

l to r: Mr. Elmer MEP, Mr. Bago MEP, Ms. Mazzoni MEP and Mr.
Salavrakos MEP

First day (24 November) Second day (25 November)

l to r: Mr. Preda MEP and Ms. Basescu MEP. Ms. Mazzoni MEP - Chair of the Committee - with members of the delegation in Bucharest and in Constanta with the Regional authorities.
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